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Corporate social responsibility (CSR) issues are now featuring strongly in law and 
governance reforms in a number of countries� However, the prevalent driver for CSR 
integration into business operations is the business case via the enlightened self-interest 
approach with strong links to shareholder primacy theory� With the perceived uncertainty 
as to what constitutes CSR, this article discusses emerging perceptions of CSR� It 
examines the drivers for CSR, core international standards for broader corporate social 
responsibilities and the application of such standards in Australia� The aim is to provide a 
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provide practical guidance on what this means in the Australian context by outlining the 
UN Guiding Principles’ concept of human rights due diligence, explaining how its key 
elements correspond with the Act’s reporting requirements, and applying internationally 
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meaning of “undervalue” and “commercial quality”, proof of insolvency and the protective 
provisions, reveal that the rationales have been substantially eroded� From a policy 
perspective, this is regrettable, but does it really matter? The rationales remain relevant, 
and continue to guide legislative and judicial reasoning in this area� A balancing act is in 
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